Company credit card policy
Looking to write a company credit card policy for your company? Here are some tips to get it right
plus a fully customizable corporate credit card policy template and sample.

What is a corporate credit card policy?
A credit card policy is part of a company’s accounting policies. It clarifies the terms of use of a
company card issued in employees’ names. These policies also aim to protect the company from
inappropriate use and to make sure the repercussions are clear.

How to write a company credit card policy
Before you start crafting your corporate credit card policy and procedures, be sure to know what
credit cards you want to use, the requirements of your credit card provider and your own
company’s needs. Once you have all the necessary information, start outlining the most important
factors. Most company credit card policies for employees include these points:
Which employees are eligible to hold a company card
What the responsibilities of the cardholders are
The limits and limitations of credit cards
The process for submitting expenses
Consequences for inappropriate use
To get a head start, use our company credit card policy template to define your guidelines.
Disclaimer: This policy is a sample and it's meant to provide general guidelines. It should be
used for reference only and it doesn’t take into account all national, federal or local laws. Also,
this sample isn’t a legal document. Neither the author nor Workable will assume any legal
liability that may arise from the use of this policy. Always consult an attorney or your legal
counsel before finalizing your policies.

Company credit card policy sample
This company credit card policy helps you set up guidelines for employees who have the right to
hold a company card. Feel free to modify this policy based on your organization’s specific needs.

Policy brief & purpose
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Our company may provide employees with credit cards that can be used for business-related
expenses. Having these cards helps us track and process our expenses, prevent fraud and make
payments more efficiently. We want to make sure that employees who hold company credit cards
will use them properly and will know their limitations and responsibilities.

Scope
This policy applies to all employees who are eligible to use a company card. It also applies to
employees who have the right to approve the use of a company card for their team members.

Policy elements
Here we outline our general rules about company credit cards.
How does a company credit card work?
Usually, our company will take out a credit card in your name. You’ll be able to use it for businessrelated expenses and our company will pay the card bills.
Employee credit card agreement
When our company gives you a credit card, you’ll need to sign and abide by a credit card
agreement. This is to acknowledge that the credit card belongs to our company and that we can
process and investigate charges as we see fit. It’ll also refer to your responsibilities and the
consequences for incorrect use.
Apart from the agreement, you can consult this policy every time you need more information about
the use of your company credit card.
Who can hold a company credit card?
Company credit cards may be given to:
[Executives of the VP-level and above]
[Salespeople who regularly meet with clients for dinners]
[Field salespeople]
[…]
Sometimes, employees who don’t hold a company credit card need to pay for large businessrelated expenses (e.g. plane tickets for work travel). In these cases, please ask your manager for
approval and ask [finance or your office manager] to pay with the company credit card on your
behalf. Alternatively, you can pay for the charge yourself and expense it via our [expense software
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by submitting the receipt.] If it meets our requirements, the expense will be reimbursed by [the end
of the next pay period].
We have the right to withdraw a company credit card from an employee at any point.
What expenses are allowed on a company credit card?
You can use a company card to pay for work-related expenses only. This includes:
[Expenses involved in meeting with clients (e.g. dinner, printed material)]
[Accommodation during work-related travel]
[Legal document expenses (e.g. Visa)]
[Air, train, ship or other transportation fares including the company car]
[Necessary medical expenses (e.g. vaccinations)]
[Local transportation during trips (taxi fares, rental cars etc.)]
[Other minor or per diem expenses that have been approved by your manager (e.g. meals,
business material)]
[Training and educational material approved by your manager]
Sometimes, we may issue credit cards that can be used for a specific purpose only (e.g. payment
for gas).
You must not use the company credit card for non-authorized or personal expenses. Never
withdraw cash using the company credit card. You’re also not allowed to purchase large amounts
of alcohol, or any drugs, weapons, pornography or incur charges for other adult entertainment.
Exceptions
You may apply for an exception if absolutely necessary. Inform our accounting department and
your manager about the expense you want to make – you might receive authorization in special
cases.
The limits of the company credit card
The card limits depend on your seniority level, your department and the frequency or type of the
expenses you incur. You’ll usually see your card’s limits on the employee agreement, but, as a
general rule, the monthly limits are:
[$500] in cards used for regular work-related expenses (e.g. home office expenses for
remote employees).
[$600] in cards used for client-related expenses (e.g. dinners).
[$500] in cards used by executives.
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There’s also a [$150] transaction limit on most of our credit cards. For an exception, talk to [your
manager/ finance/ department head/ etc.]
We may adjust these limits based on your job’s specific needs. If you aren’t sure about the limits
of your company credit card, ask our accounting department.
Your responsibilities
If you have a company credit card, we expect you to:
Protect it to the best of your ability. Don’t leave it unattended or give it to unauthorized
people (e.g. friends, family, colleagues) even just to hold.
Report it stolen or lost as soon as possible. If, for example, there’s a break-in at your
home and your company card is taken, you need to file a police report and call our
accounting department immediately.
Use it only for approved reasons. Follow the instructions in this policy and the employee
card agreement, and don’t use the card for personal or unauthorized expenses, even if you
intend to compensate the charges later.
Document all expenses above [$30] and send monthly credit card reports. Please
keep receipts and submit documentation with the date and purpose of the expense. [You
can either write this on the back of a receipt or inside our expense software.]
If you’re responsible for authorizing and approving credit card invoices, please do so within the
time limits to avoid late fees. If you’re consistently responsible for late fees, we may need to
subtract them from your salary.
Use of company credit card policy
When you’re using the company credit card, you should:
Confirm that the particular expense is allowed under this policy.
Mind the credit card limit and the transaction limit so you can plan business expenses
properly.
Keep the credit card number and physical card secure.
Use the card sensibly and avoid unnecessary expenses even if they’re allowed under this
policy.

Violating this policy
We expect you to comply with this company credit card policy and the employee agreement and
we may need to take action if you violate them. For example:
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If you incur personal or unauthorized expenses, you’ll need to pay them yourself. If you do
this consistently, you may face disciplinary action that could include loss of the right to have
a credit card or even termination depending on the amount and the type of expenses.
If you lose a receipt, you’ll need to inform the accounting department immediately. We may
find a solution if this happens rarely, but if you fail to submit receipts consistently, you may
lose the right to hold a company card.
If you fail to submit expenses on time, and incur late fees, you’ll need to pay them yourself.
Doing this repeatedly will mean loss of the company credit card privileges.
Giving a company credit card to unauthorized people or abusing the expense limits may
result in suspension or termination.
Making prohibited purchases as mentioned previously (e.g. weapons, drugs) will result in
immediate termination, and possibly legal action.
Our company has the right to review your credit card use, and withdraw it if there’s any
inappropriate use.
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